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Overview:

The Optical Profiling of the Atmospheric Limb (OPAL) mission is an NSF CubeSat
project with aims to measure the temperature in the lower thermosphere between
90 and 140 km via a tangential line-of-sight.
The end goal of the USU Student OPAL Team is to create a mock mission for the
OPAL satellite. Flight modelling and line-of-sight vectoring is being handled by
Kenneth Zia. Atmospheric and emission modeling is being handled by Preston
Hooser. Data modeling, analysis, and interpretation is being handled by Eric Ashby.

Step 1: Narrowing the Search

To narrow the search, we turned to a method dubbed the Integration Method. It
works by calculating the total area beneath a curve, then integrating again, looking
for the wavelength at which a certain percentage of the total is reached. This is
vaguely characteristic of the temperature.

From Line-of-Sight to Profiles:

Unfortunately, temperature recognition isn’t quite as simple as looking at colors. The
subject of study (the lower thermosphere) has a three-dimensional distribution of
temperatures. However, by nature, line-of-sight (LOS) measurements are twodimensional. The challenge is, therefore, is to change a two-dimensional picture into a
three-dimensional distribution.

From Light to Temperature: Lines and Curves

The main challenge is to determine the temperature from the light as seen by
OPAL. Atmospheric gases radiate at slightly different colors, depending on their
temperature. Molecular Oxygen (O2) emits a particular band of ‘colors’ between
755 nm and 780 nm in wavelength. The emission lines of O2 in this locale are
collectively called the O2 A-band. At different temperatures, these emission lines
come in different proportions.
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Step 2: Point-to-Point Temperature Recognition

Applying the point-by-point process to the reduced range yields favorable results.
Our recognition process has been found to be (at least theoretically) highly
accurate.

This can be accomplished using an equation called an Abel Inversion. The Abel Inversion
operates by assuming symmetry for the object in question and determining what threedimensional distribution must be responsible for the measured LOS two-dimensional
distribution.
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We use the Abel Inversion to determine which light comes from a given altitude. Initial
results are promising and pictured below.

The OPAL instrument has a spectral resolution of 0.5 nm. As such, it cannot
distinguish the fine detail as shown above. Instead, it perceives the emission lines
as an emission curve.

Recognizing Emission Curves:

As the OPAL instrument lacks the capability to calibrate its sensors for the total
magnitudes of these emission lines, it must be the relative magnitudes that are
compared or, in other words, the shape of the curve.

For this study, the decided method was a point-to-point comparison of the
measured emission curve with every possible theoretical emission curve in 3 Kelvin
increments. To accomplish this, a two step process was used: First, we narrow the
search by eliminating unlikely temperatures. Second, we apply the point-to-point
comparison to the reduced range found in step one.
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